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for user profiles and groups -
Support for geo-location for

people, activities and messages
- Support for multi-agent

extension The MoRe4ABM
framework consists of three

main parts: - the MoRe4ABM
Framework - the

libMoRe4ABM library - the
MoRe4ABM Application The

MoRe4ABM Framework
provides an API to perform

measurements such as
linkages, cardinality, degree

distribution, clustering
coefficient, etc... The

libMoRe4ABM library is a
Java framework to perform
measurements on links of an

agent-based model. The
MoRe4ABM Application is a
Java agent-based application

that allows the user to perform
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network measurements. Usage:
1. Open the libMoRe4ABM

library 2. Call the Init method
3. Configure the database

(optional) 4. Open the
MoRe4ABM Application 5.

Call the Run method 6. If the
model has a "reconnect"

attribute, the MoRe4ABM
Application will automatically
try to reconnect to each agent
(default is every 5 seconds) If

the model does not have a
"reconnect" attribute, the

application will automatically
reconnect to each agent when

the model loses an agent. If the
reconnection is not successful,

the application will print an
error message and return. 7.
Call the Shutdown method 8.

Call the last method,
"GetReport" GetReport - Gets
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the agent statistics in a tabular
format GetReports - Gets the

agent statistics in a spreadsheet
format ExecuteReport -

Executes a report Exit - Exit
the application MoRe4ABM

Framework: The MoRe4ABM
Framework consists of an API
that allows the user to perform

network measurements on
ABM models. This API

provides static methods to get
and create objects that allow a

user to determine the
topological features of an

ABM. "The computational cost
of a search is a major factor in
deciding how fast the search

can be. As a starting point, we
recommend running the search
with 25 agents and a maximum

of 25 000 iterations. This
amount of agents and iterations
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will provide a 'golden'
measurement, which is then

used to guide how many more
agents and iterations should be

run. It should be noted,
however, that the more

MoRe4ABM [March-2022]

MOBe4ABM provides a macro-
level framework that

implements standard and
customizable network

measurements. The framework
can also be configured to
handle certain network

measurements as defined in the
mxMeasure configuration file.
MoRe4ABM can gather a wide

range of network
measurements. These

measurements include degree
centrality, betweenness
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centrality, clustering
coefficient, and eigenvector

centrality. Additionally,
MoRe4ABM can measure a
user's location based on the

information contained in their
Twitter profile. This process

requires the use of the Google
API. This will be detailed in a
following section. If you are

interested in seeing all the code
that is used to perform these
measurements please refer to

the MoRe4ABM project.
About Me: I am a software
engineer based in Rennes,

France. Currently working as a
Product Owner at a company

based in Rennes. I started
doing Java programming at the
age of 16. I studied computer
science at the University of

Rennes, France and graduated
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in 2010. I then worked on
different projects including a

Java based game in 2012.
About the MoRe4ABM

Framework: MoRe4ABM
provides a macro-level

framework that implements
standard and customizable

network measurements. The
framework can also be

configured to handle certain
network measurements as
defined in the mxMeasure

configuration file.
MoRe4ABM provides a

standard set of measurements
that includes degree centrality,

betweenness centrality,
clustering coefficient, and

eigenvector centrality.
Additionally, MoRe4ABM can
measure a user's location based
on the information contained
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in their Twitter profile. This
process requires the use of the

Google API. This will be
detailed in a following section.
If you are interested in seeing

all the code that is used to
perform these measurements

please refer to the
MoRe4ABM project. about the

project: MoRe4ABM stands
for Managing Ongoing

RElationships for ABM, a Java
library designed to integrate

and analyze social networking
features in agent-based models.

MoRe4ABM comes with an
easy to implement framework

that allows you to perform
network measurements and

provides support for
determining geographical

locations using GIS.
KEYMACRO Description:
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MOBe4ABM provides a macro-
level framework that

implements standard and
customizable network

measurements. The framework
can also be configured to
handle certain network

measurements as defined in the
mxMeasure configuration file.

MoRe4 77a5ca646e
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MoRe4ABM web site: What is
MoRe4ABM? MoRe4ABM
stands for Managing Ongoing
RElationships for ABM, a Java
library designed to integrate
and analyze social networking
features in agent-based models.
It is a free open source Java
library that allows you to easily
and dynamically perform
network measurements,
including contact network, tie
strength and tie duration
analyses in your ABM models.
You can determine the
geographical location of agents
and contacts using GIS
(Geographic Information
Systems). MoRe4ABM comes
with a Java interface that
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allows you to define, analyze
and perform network
measurements in the model.
MoRe4ABM also offers an
easy to use API for external
applications. MoRe4ABM
Examples Here are a few
examples of network
measurements and analyses
that can be performed with
MoRe4ABM: Population
density calculations Contact
network analysis Strength of
ties calculations Contact
duration calculations Contact
geography calculations You
can view the full Java interface
at MoRe4ABM Features
Network Measurement and
Analysis MoRe4ABM offers
an easy to use Java interface
for measuring and analyzing
network properties. You can
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define, perform and retrieve
network properties and
measurements in an ABM
model and perform analyses on
the networks. Network
properties include contact
networks, tie strength, tie
duration, degree, cliques, etc.
Geographic Location
MoRe4ABM also provides a
GIS layer that allows you to
determine the geographical
location of agents and contacts
in the model. MoRe4ABM has
a flexible system that allows
you to store GIS data in
separate files for each agent,
contact or model element.
Other MoRe4ABM Examples
At this moment, there are a
few examples for MoRe4ABM
being used. At the moment, we
are also developing a couple of
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Java client libraries that can be
used in an ABM model. These
libraries will allow you to
perform network
measurements and analyses in
an ABM model, including link
and node strength calculations
and contact and neighborhood
analyses. Network
Measurement and Analysis in
an ABM model can be a bit

What's New In MoRe4ABM?
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System Requirements For MoRe4ABM:

Windows® XP Service Pack 2
(SP2) Processor: Pentium® II,
486 Pentium® III, 486
Pentium® IV, 2.0 GHz or
higher Pentium® IV, 3.2 GHz
or higher Pentium® 4, 3.06
GHz or higher Pentium® 4,
3.2 GHz or higher
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